Gene-expression profiles in human nasal polyp tissues and identification of genetic susceptibility in aspirin-intolerant asthma.
Aspirin-intolerant asthma (AIA) is a subtype of asthma induced by non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and characterized by an aggressive mucosal inflammation of the lower airway (asthma) and the upper airways (rhinitis and nasal polyp). The lower airway lesion and the nasal polyp in AIA are postulated to have common pathogenic features involving aspirin sensitivity that would be reflected in the gene expression profile of AIA polyps. This study was conducted to clarify the pathogenesis of AIA using gene expression analysis in nasal polyps, and identify genetic susceptibilities underlying AIA in a case-control association study. Global gene expression of nasal polyps from nine AIA patients was examined using microarray technology in comparison with nasal polyps from five eosinophilic sinusitis (ES) patients, a related disease lacking aspirin sensitivity. Based on the AIA-specific gene expression profile of nasal polyp, candidate genes for AIA susceptibility were selected and screened by a case-control design of 219 AIA patients, 374 non-asthmatic control (CTR), and 282 aspirin-tolerant asthmatic (ATA) subjects. One hundred and forty-three elevated and three decreased genes were identified as AIA-specific genes that were enriched in immune response according to Gene Ontology analysis. In addition, a k-means-based algorithm was applied to cluster the genes, and a subclass characteristic of AIA comprising 18 genes that were also enriched in immune response was identified. By examining the allelic associations of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of AIA candidate genes relevant to an immune response with AIA, two SNPs, one each of INDO and IL1R2, showed significant associations with AIA (P=0.011 and 0.026 after Bonferroni's correction, respectively, in AIA vs. CTR). In AIA-ATA association analysis, modest associations of the two SNPs with AIA were observed. These results indicate that INDO and IL1R2, which were identified from gene expression analyses of nasal polyps in AIA, represent susceptibility genes for AIA.